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Lemania Energy was founded in 1993 in Geneva Switzerland. For over 25 
years we have been constantly innovating and developing the technologies 
that form the foundations of our business. 

We set out to provide the industry with the highest quality Swiss made and 
designed products. The success of these products soon reached all corners 
of the globe where professionals now rely on them daily. As the Original 
Start Booster manufacturer; the quality, reliability and dependability of our 
products brought the term Start Booster into common usage. Continually 
striving for excellence, Lemania Energy is your first and last stop for all 
Battery Equipment. Trust us, it’s our business.  

DEVELOPING THE TECHNOLOGY                    
                  TO KEEP YOU MOVING

WWW.LEMANIA-ENERGY.COM



AGM-START BOOSTER & START TRUCK
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AGM POWER

Equipped with our highest quality 10th generation starting batteries, our 
AGM boosters are fit for any task. Perfect for heavy duty applications and 
vehicles that will not start on the first crank. Available in a number of 
models our AGM boosters are relied upon by professionals daily. 



PROCAP-START BOOSTER & START TRUCK
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PROCAP UNLIMITED

Our BATTERYLESS PROCAP range uses the highest quality and most powerful 
UltraCapacitor technology to produce an extremely powerful booster fit for 
the toughest starting applications. Their light weight and ultra fast recharge 
allow professionals to perform an unlimited number of daily starts.



HYBRID-START BOOSTER & START TRUCK
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HYBRID EVOLUTION

The Hybrid is a combination of the highest quality starting batteries and the 
most powerful UltraCapacitors. Hybrids provide Ultra High starting current and 
extended cranking duration creating the perfect mix for professionals. These 
powerful boosters combine the best features of our technologies.



LITHIUM-START BOOSTER & START TRUCK
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LITHIUM PROGRESSION

Our new Lithium-Ion range demonstrates our commitment to developing new 
technologies. This powerful range of light weight Start Boosters are equipped 
with our latest and most advanced Lithium-Ion batteries. Their exceptionally 
high peak amps, long cranking duration and long service life make them an 
excellent choice for professionals.  



Glass Fiber Reinforced Nylon 

Reverse Polarity Alarm

Circuit Breaker

Digital Voltmeter
12V-Off-24V Switch

Test Button

PROFESSIONAL FEATURES

INDUSTRIAL QUALITY
Pure Copper Teeth

Braided Teeth Connection

50mm2 Pure Copper 
flexible cables

Integrated Safety Fuse

Integrated LED Light

Durable Hinges

Clamp LED

NATO Connector



BATTERY TESTER
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CRITICAL ACCURACY

Our Professional range of highly accurate Battery Testers are the ultimate tool 
for professionals. They are able to perform tests on all automotive batteries 
as well as the Starter, Alternator and Ground of a vehicle in 12V and 24V. Users 
can enter data using the responsive touch pad; such as the Garage name or VIN 
number and this information will be printed by the inbuilt Thermal Printer on 
the test results. The bright, back-lit LCD screen and pictogram based interface 
make the Tester simple and easy to use.  



SMART CHARGER
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Our range of intelligent 7 & 9 step Smart Battery Chargers are the perfect 
solution for all vehicles and batteries; from motorcycles to heavy trucks, 
they are compatible with all Lead Acid batteries. Ranging from 1.1 to 25A and 
compatible with 6V, 12V and 24V batteries. Our chargers can charge, supply 
steady current, maintain and recondition batteries prolonging their life. The 
intelligent charging process allows the charger to be safely left permanently 
connected to a battery to provide continuous maintenance once charged.  

ALWAYS PREPARED

+BOOST 
MODE



ADVANCED BATTERY CHARGER
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Our new range of Advanced Battery Chargers can Charge, Maintain, Restore 
and Test all types of batteries including Lithium-Ion. By using an adaptive 
multi-step charging process they ensure maximum charge absorption and 
extend battery life. The inbuilt Battery Test function allows users to quickly and 
accurately check the health state of the battery and the results are displayed 
on the bright, clear LCD screen. 

CHARGE EVOLUTION

Lithium
Compatible 

Li



FLASH CHARGER
Our range of intelligent programming chargers are the ultimate workshop tool. 
With power outputs up to 150A they are equipped with multiple modes such as: 
Showroom - delivering current to power vehicle accessories. Programming 
- providing a stable voltage and amperage environment for ECU flashing or 
software updates. Battery Replacement - protecting ECU and module settings 
during battery changes. Multi-Step Charge and Reconditioning mode for 
internal and external batteries. Truly the choice of professionals.
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CRITICAL STABILITY



LED LIGHTSHEAVY APPLICATIONS

Our powerful range of rechargeable Work Lights allow professionals to get the 
job done safely. Providing bright light in hard to reach places, our work lights 
are easy to position and fix in place thanks to their flexible design and powerful 
magnetic bases. Each Work Light has multiple power levels to balance battery 
life and brightness to the user’s requirement. 

Equipped with NATO’s standard vehicle or Battle 
Tank connector, our powerful Start Boosters & Start 
Trucks can be relied upon by the Armed Forces in 
critical circumstances.

The Accessory Socket can be fitted to our range 
and combined with various extensions such as 
proprietary Transport connectors or extra long 
clamp attachments. These accessories extend the 
range of possibilities. 

LET NOTHING STOP YOU
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